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Dear Parent/Carer 
 
Swimming Arrangements 2021-22 

 
I thought that it may be useful to pass on a little information to families who will be swimming for the first 
time next autumn and for anyone needing a reminder. Please could you read the following carefully and 
get in touch if there is anything that you are unsure about:- 
 

 All junior pupils will be swimming this academic year for the autumn term only.  The pool sessions 
this year will be an hour long (rather than 30 minutes), and concentrated over a 5 week period 
early autumn, concluding prior to October half term. This is due to additional cleaning required due 
to COVID-19 and to ensure all schools have an opportunity to receive lessons. 
  

 We do not yet know if children are likely to have an opportunity to undertake assessments, where 
and when sufficient progress has been made. It is possible that some more advanced tests might 
be undertaken on a separately arranged session that will need parental supervision and transport. 

  

 The children are transported each week by Dan Willan Coaches, and whilst the School Budget 
does subsidise this to a large extent, we are asking for a voluntary donation from parents of 
£15 per child to make the provision viable. Parents will be invoiced early in the new academic 

year and we would really appreciate prompt payment as we ‘grapple’ once again with a very 
challenging school budget. Our allocated ‘Sports Funding’ cannot be used to facilitate school 
swimming. 

 

 Children will swim each Wednesday morning and our allocated pool slot is 11am-12pm. We 

will leave School promptly at 10.30am; children will need to arrive in school with their costumes 
under their clothes and appropriate underwear to change into at the pool, following their session. 
As their lunch will be later on a Wednesday, an appropriate breaktime snack, brought from home 
each week would be good. A lifeguard and school staff will be supervising at the pool each session. 

 

 At an early stage, children will be allocated to progression groups which are regularly reviewed. 
 

 If for any reason your child is unable to swim, we need parents to provide a letter, ideally the day 
before. Children not swimming still need to come to school as normal unless specific alternative 
arrangements have been agreed beforehand. 

 

 Equipment – pupils will need a full costume for girls and specific swim trunks/ swim shorts for boys 
– definitely no Bermuda type shorts or ‘cut-off styles, they will also need a towel, a swim hat, and 
a swim bag. Everything must be named! If your child has pierced ears and wears ear-rings these 
MUST be removed ahead of the session. 
 

 Can I reiterate that all pupils must wear swimming hats. This applies to both boys and girls and is 
a welfare measure that will help hair to stay as dry as possible during the session, so that pupils 
are comfortable for the remainder of the day (no wet jumpers etc). We are asking parents to be 
responsible for providing hats, school will no longer be holding emergency hats so you may want 



 

 

to stock up with a couple. Basic Speedo hats are available from Amazon for around £4 each. 
Please could parents help their children to practise putting on their hat at home, so that minimal 
time is lost at the pool.  

 

 If you would like your child to wear swim goggles, and you have not yet completed a form to request 
this, then we need to receive one from you. Forms are available to download on the class pages 
on the school website or, if you do not have a printer at home, by contacting Mrs Wadey at school, 
skiddaw@levens.cumbria.sch.uk; this will be valid for the duration of your child’s swimming lessons 
at Levens. Completed forms should be returned to school in an envelope marked for Mrs Wadey’s 
attention. 

 
Whilst some of these arrangements could possibly need tweaking, depending on advice from our 
providers, by and large we are anticipating that things will run as previously but we will of course keep you 
informed if there is anything that you need to know. 
 
Many thanks 
 
Mrs Farraday 
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